
Rusinga Island and Mfangano Island, Kenya

Takeout food packages supply in service
Countless schools and kindergartens had to
close their doors to pupils due to the impact of
the novel coronavirus. One of TFT’s affiliated
countries Kenya was no exception; however,
Covid-19 could not stop TFT staff from
supporting the local students when it comes to
receiving safe, healthy and abundant food.

We are able to provide the ingredients to make
porridge at home and we have the children
bring the food packages twice a week now. The
children told us, “I wish I can see my school
friends soon!” and some said they miss eating
at school.

Kenya mandated people to put on masks in

the public. However, wearing a mask is not a

familiar habit in the region.

For the whole village to get high quality masks

easier, training on how to manufacture masks

also took place. Each mask costs about US$0.3-

0.5, cloth masks are washable and reusable so

it is affordable for the locals.

When schools are closed, teachers paid visits to

children at their home and gave lessons to them

on how to stay safe in the COVID-19 situation.

Together with more hand washing facilities

being set up in the village, it became easier for

people to access clean water.
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TABLE FOR TWO is a social initiative that addresses the conflicting issues 

of hunger and obesity through a unique "meal-sharing" program. 
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J a p a nR w a n d a

On every second of April the “TABLE FOR

TWO (Table 4-fo(u)r 2-two) Day” event takes

place in NGK’s cafeterias. To raise awareness

of TFT, for each person who orders TFT meals

finds a free pamphlet of the program

enclosed in their paper pack veggie juice.

At the Yokohama office of Sumitomo Electric

Industries, on April 2 (Four Two) they

provided a special menu for the event. The

name of the dish, and illustrated numbers

for calories were designed to match ‘four’

and ‘two.’ At that event, TFT was able to

make it to 100,000 meals in total. What a

blessed day!

(Photo: Children having meals at schools before COVID -19) 
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